2016 Pinto of the Year

**A FAMOUS FINALE** (Owned & Shown by: Isabella Gibbons)
Youth Ideal Pinto Western Saddle Type

**A KISS OF CHARISMA** (Owned by: Lisa Tomanelli)
Solid Disciplined Rail English Horse
Solid Hunter Under Saddle Horse
Solid English Pleasure
Solid Ideal Pinto English
Solid Halter Hunter Type Mare Horse

**A MIGHTY STRIKER** (Owned by: Ann DiGiovanni)
Open Halter Stock Type Gelding Horse

**A SPECIAL ASSET** (Owned & Shown by: Shelby Parker)
Amateur English Pleasure Stock Type

**AA INXANATY** (Owned by: Julie Lemon)
Open Halter Saddle Type Mare Horse

**ALL IN MY SWEET TIME** (Owned & Shown by: Heather Coughlin)
Junior Youth English Showmanship Horse
Junior Youth Western Showmanship Horse

**ALL THE WILD DETAILS** (Owned by: Tres Cruzes Land & Cattle Co)
Open Halter Hunter Type Stallion Horse

**ALL TIME FINE** (Owned & Shown by: Rachel Hattendorf)
Amateur Trail In Hand Stock/Hunter Type Mare Horse

**AUTUMNS BAR OF GOLD** (Owned by: Jeremy & Leslie Woodruff)
Solid Western Dressage Horse

**AVS GAMBLER MAXED OUT** (Owned by: Tara Venable)
Open Overo Color Miniature

**BACK ALLI INVITATION** (Owned by: Jim White)
Solid Trail Horse

**BALLROOM BLITZ** (Owned by: Tina Wolfe)
Open Hunter Over Fences In Hand Pony
Open Obstacle Driving Pony
Open Trail In Hand Pony

**BETTIN ON MS MACHINE** (Owned by: Gregory & Anna Simmet)
Amateur Novice Western Pleasure (Shown by: Gregory Simmet)

**BIG EXPECTATIONS** (Owned by: Rockin Bar S LLC)
Amateur Hunter Hack (Shown by: Peyton Weldon)
Amateur Bareback English Equitation (Shown by: Peyton Weldon)
Junior Amateur Hunt Seat Equitation Over Fences Horse (Shown by: Peyton Weldon)

**BLS FAST EDDIE** (Owned by: Chaun Merkens)
Open Halter Hunter Type Gelding Pony

**BORN TO BE GOOD** (Owned by: Carol Timke)
Open Trail In Hand Horse

**BS GOODTIME CHARLIE** (Owned by: Claire Silver)
Youth Novice Western Pleasure (Shown by: Irene Devereaux)
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CANDYS MIRROR IMAGE (Owned by: Carolyn Stewart)
Solid Amateur Halter (Shown by: Cara McMillian Gibson)

CASINO GOLD MISS PERFECTION (Owned by: Cherie Smith)
Open Roadster Miniature
Open Tobiano Color Miniature
Open Halter Mare Miniature

CEDARS CROWN JEWEL (Owned & Shown by: Judy Jackson)
Amateur Disciplined Rail Driving
Amateur Obstacle Driving
Amateur Reinsmanship-Driving Equitation

CHOCOLATE CHIP KISSES (Owned by: Lauren & Carla Demchuk)
Open Tobiano Color Pony
Open Halter Stock Type Gelding Pony
Youth Western Showmanship Pony (Shown by: Lauren Demchuk)

CIRCUS SIDESHOW (Owned & Shown by: Anne Swanson)
Open Ideal Pinto Western Saddle Type Horse
Amateur English Pleasure Saddle Type
Amateur Western Pleasure Saddle Type

CLAYBURY’S PRIVATE LEE PAINTER (Owned by: Dawn Sanders)
Open Disciplined Rail Driving Miniature
Open Obstacle Driving Miniature
Open Pleasure Driving Miniature
Open Trail In Hand Miniature
Open Halter Gelding Miniature

CNC HEZ HIGH PROFILE (Owned & Shown by: Jordin Rodeback)
Amateur Bareback Western Horsemanship

COLOR ME MURPHY (Owned & Shown by: Tracy Hull)
Elite Amateur Hunt Seat Equitation Over Fences Horse

COOL CRUZN KENNY (Owned by: Paula Dandliker)
Solid Western Pleasure

CP HOT LITTLE SECRET (Owned by: Tammy Jo Schafer)
Open English Pleasure Saddle Type Horse
Open Ideal Pinto English Saddle Type Horse

D M KING REO (Owned by: Lisa Jostad)
Youth Ideal Pinto Driving (Shown by: Brooke Lynn Schwab)

DANCING IN SECRET (Owned by: Ann DiGiovanni)
Open Halter Stock Type Mare Horse

DANDYS PLAYBOY MAC (Owned by: Kari Ricke)
Solid Halter Stock Type Gelding Horse

DASH TA DALLAS (Owned by: Shiloh Horse Ranch)
Solid Stake Race Horse

DEKOURATED DUDE (Owned by: Daniel Davis)
Open Dressage Horse
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**DESIREs FANCY LEGACY** (Owned & Shown by: Klair Thomas)
Youth Obstacle Driving

**DEYOUngS GOTa DUSTy PONY** (Owned & Shown by: Julie De Young)
Amateur Halter Stock/Hunter Type Pony

**DIRTONMYPEACHES** (Owned by: Katie Haskins)
Youth Ideal Pinto Western Hunter Type (Shown by: Mia Haskins)

**DIVA N KHOMMAND** (Owned by: Deborah Hoines)
Solid Halter Pleasure Type Mare Horse

**DIVINE CHROME** (Owned by: Brianna McKinney)
Solid Barrel Racing Horse

**DONT CRASH MY HOTROD** (Owned by: Heather Faulkner)
Youth Novice Trail-Eng/West (Shown by: Christina Young)

**DR GILTY PLEASURES** (Owned by: Jenna Jarboe Hoffman)
Youth Show Hack (Shown by: Melissa Hacker)

**ELK CREEK IM TO SASS E FOR MY SPOTS** (Owned by: Shelly Graff)
Open Halter Pleasure Type Mare Pony

**ENVIOUS CAD** (Owned by: Emmaline Owens)
Solid Youth English (Shown by: Lila Owens)

**EPR OVER THE RAINBOW** (Owned by: Suzanne Munns)
Amateur Trail In Hand Stock/Hunter Type Gelding Horse (Shown by: Samuel Berg)

**EPR SHES A KEEPER** (Owned & Shown by: Brittney McIlvenna)
Youth Tobiano Color

**EPR STERLING AMIGO** (Owned by: Suzanne Munns)
Open Pleasure Driving Horse

**FANCYMEASCOTCH** (Owned by: Kaleena Smith)
Open Trail Horse
Open Western Dressage Horse

**FANTACIZE ALOTT** (Owned & Shown by: Samantha White)
Junior Amateur Western Horsemanship Horse

**FLE FIRST STRIPED EDITION** (Owned by: Cris Stetler)
Open Halter Pleasure Type Stallion Horse

**FLEET DEE MACHINE** (Owned by: Wallace Nelson)
Youth Novice Western Horsemanship (Shown by: Ellie Franck)

**FOR SATCHELS MEMORY** (Owned by: George Haggerty)
Solid Dressage Horse

**FWF M AND M SHE GOT IT ALL** (Owned & Shown by: Cheryl Kratzert-Walls)
Open Tobiano Color B-Miniature
Amateur Halter Combined Miniature & B-Miniature
GO BEY BEE GO (Owned & Shown by: Angela Nemjo)
Open Disciplined Rail Driving Horse
Open Obstacle Driving Horse
Open English Pleasure Pleasure Type Horse
Open Three Gaited & Park Horse (Sa & Pl) Pleasure Type Horse
Amateur Ideal Pinto English Pleasure/Saddle Type
Amateur Ideal Pinto Western Pleasure/Saddle Type

GOING ROGUE (Owned by: Mahlon Bauman)
Amateur English Pleasure Pleasure Type (Shown by: Tanner Bauman)
Amateur Western Pleasure Pleasure Type (Shown by: Tanner Bauman)

GOOD SULTRY TIME (Owned by: Kaylee Altman)
Open Disciplined Rail English Horse
Open Disciplined Rail Western Horse
Open Hunter Under Saddle Horse
Open Overo Color Horse
Open English Pleasure Stock Type Horse
Open Ideal Pinto English Stock Type Horse
Open Ideal Pinto Western Stock Type Horse
Open Western Pleasure Stock Type Horse
Amateur Ideal Pinto Western Stock/Hunter Type (Shown by: Mary Osborn)
Amateur Western Pleasure Stock Type (Shown by: Mary Osborn)

GOT THE GIGGLES (Owned & Shown by: Kathleen Gallagher)
Open English Pleasure Hunter Type Horse
Open Halter Hunter Type Gelding Horse
Amateur Halter Stock/Hunter Type Gelding Horse

GUNNA MAKE A MARK ( Owned by: Robin Johnson)
Open Jumping In Hand Pony

GV HOT ASA PISTOL (Owned by: Susan Maier)
Open Show Hack Horse
Amateur Show Hack (Shown by: Kathryn Ode)

HE THINKS HES SPECIAL (Owned & Shown by: Jennifer Schexnayder)
Amateur Western Riding

HES WORTH THE GAMBLE (Owned by: Roberta Tuso)
Youth Hunter Over Fences (Shown by: Brianna Tuso)

HESGOTCADILLACSTYLE (Owned & Shown by: Taylor Wyman)
Solid Youth Western

HEZ REDDIOACTIVE (Owned & Shown by: Victoria Leen)
Youth Hunter Hack

HH JETS TWICE THE CHARM (Owned by: Lisa Jostad)
Open Overo Color Pony
Open Halter Stock Type Mare Pony

HONEYDEWS TOTAL DOMINATION (Owned by: Kim Swan)
Open Halter Stallion Miniature

HOT KRYMSUN LADY (Owned by: Jennifer Harper)
Youth Halter Mare Horse (Shown by: Kolten VanHuizen)
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HOT ONES ONLY (Owned by: Janice Foster)
Youth Novice English Pleasure (Shown by: Kayla Martin)
Youth Novice Showmanship- Eng/West (Shown by: Kayla Martin)

HR ZIP ME (Owned & Shown by: Abbey Turner)
Amateur Western Riding

I GOT EM TALKIN (Owned by: Dominic Destefano)
Open Hunter Hack Horse

I ONLY DATE BABES (Owned by: Jamie Sisseck)
Open Yearling Longe Line Horse

ILL BE A SCARLET MOON (Owned & Shown by: Cynthia Collins)
Amateur Dressage
Amateur Western Dressage

IM ALL JACkED UP (Owned by: Emily England)
Youth English Equitation Hunter Type (Shown by: Julie Knapp)
Youth English Pleasure Hunter Type (Shown by: Julie Knapp)
Junior Youth Western Horsemanship Horse (Shown by: Julie Knapp)
Junior Trail Horse (Shown by: Julie Knapp)

IM THE NEXT IN LINE (Owned by: Chris Rodney)
Solid Yearling Longe Line Horse

IM ZIPPED ALL RIGHT (Owned & Shown by: Samantha Stubblefield)
Youth Ranch Riding
Youth Hunt Seat Equitation Over Fences Stock Type

IMAGE ON THE ROCKS (Owned and Shown by: Cammi Jo Benson)
Youth Western Dressage

IN MY DARKEST HOUR (Owned by: E Terry Strawn)
Open Disciplined Rail Driving Pony
Open Pleasure Driving Pony
Open Roadster Pony
Open Halter Saddle Type Mare Pony
Amateur Pleasure Driving (Shown by: Jackie Strawn)

INVITE HENRY (Owned & Shown by: Delaney Van Horn)
Youth Reining

INVITE ME SOUTH (Owned by: Mary Melanson)
Solid Halter Stock Type Mare Horse

INVITE WALTER (Owned by: Vicki Halsey)
Open Parade Horse Horse

IRON GIANT (Owned by: Emily England)
Open Ideal Pinto English Hunter Type Horse

IRON STAR MAN (Owned by: Gayle Benton & Jennifer Beekman)
Open Hunter Over Fences Horse

JACK OF ARTS (Owned & Shown by: Mallorie Timon)
Youth Ideal Pinto English Hunter Type
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**JBLL SNAZZY RODDER** (Owned by: Cynthia Rodgers)
Open Western Riding Horse

**JH HAIL ON WHEELS** (Owned & Shown by: Anne Wisdom)
Open Ideal Pinto Driving Pony
Open Halter Saddle Type Gelding Pony
Amateur Western Showmanship Pony
Amateur English Showmanship Pony
Amateur Halter Pleasure/Saddle Type Pony

**JUST SPOTACULAR** (Owned by: Tammy Jo Schafer)
Open Halter Pleasure Type Gelding Horse

**KATIE DOLL** (Owned & Shown by: Jett Thistle)
Open Stake Race Horse
Youth Barrel Racing
Youth Keyhole Race
Youth Stake Race
Youth Pole Bending

**KORDEGRAMM** (Owned by: Susan Skipper)
Solid Halter Pleasure Type Gelding Horse

**KTS FANCY SAIL** (Owned by: Shiloh Horse Ranch)
Youth Flag Race (Shown by: Annabel Beckett)

**LA EXTREME MOMENTUM** (Owned by: Courtney Lynch)
Open Ideal Pinto Western Pleasure Type Horse

**LIGHTNING KITABARS** (Owned & Shown by: Isabelle Sears)
Solid Youth Gymkhana

**LIL PAINTED PRINCESS** (Owned & Shown by: Jill Duzan)
Amateur Jumping In Hand

**LT PAYDAY** (Owned & Shown by: Kathryn Solomon)
Solid Amateur Gymkhana

**MAJOR CLIFF REDD** (Owned & Shown by: Chaun Merkens)
Amateur Ideal Pinto Driving

**MAVERICKS PLAYBOY** (Owned by: Tricia Bowman)
Youth Hunter Over Fences In Hand (Shown by: Airika Bowman)
Youth Jumping In Hand (Shown by: Airika Bowman)
Youth Pleasure Driving (Shown by: Airika Bowman)
Youth Reinsmanship-Driving Equitation (Shown by: Airika Bowman)

**MI STRIPES ARE WILD** (Owned & Shown by: Angela Edginton-Burckhard)
Open Three Gaited & Park Horse (Sa & PI) Saddle Type Horse
Open Halter Saddle Type Gelding Horse
Amateur Halter Pleasure/Saddle Type Gelding Horse

**MIGHTY AMBITIOUS DUDE** (Owned by: Tiffany Weaver)
Open Halter Stock Type Stallion Horse

**MIGHTY FIREWATER** (Owned by: Lance Graves)
Solid Pole Bending Horse
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MINION (Owned by: Elizabeth Rice)
Youth Halter Pony (Shown by: Samuel Lisack)

MOORE MIGHTY REBEL (Owned & Shown by: Sarah Conklin)
Junior Amateur English Equitation Horse
Junior Amateur English Showmanship Horse
Junior Amateur Trail Horse
Junior Amateur Western Showmanship Horse

MOSLY ZIPPIN (Owned & Shown by: Janet Hagemann)
Amateur Novice Trail- Eng/West

MOUNTAIN MEADOWS BEY KEEPSAKE (Owned & Shown by: Cheryl Shaffer)
Amateur Trail In Hand Combined miniature & B-miniature

MR MACHO PONCHO (Owned by: Julie Bowers)
Open ideal Pinto Driving Miniature

MY ASSETS ON PORSCHE (Owned & Shown by: Debra Nelson-Chapin)
Senior Amateur Trail Horse

MY FAMOUS INVESTMENT (Owned by: Susan Schneider)
Solid Halter Hunter Type Gelding Horse

MY MELANCHOLY BABY (Owned & Shown by: Chris Busby)
Amateur Barrel Racing

MY SENSATIONAL COOKIE (Owned & Shown by: Taylor Dixon)
Amateur Bareback English Equitation

OAK PARKS OH SNAP (Owned by: Amy Mayer)
Youth Halter Miniature (Shown by: Andrew Mayer)

OH MY WORLD (Owned & Shown by: Vicki Pflasterer)
Open Flag Race Horse
Open Pole Bending Horse
Amateur Keyhole Race

ONE FANCY DREAM (Owned by: Tracy Shultz)
Open Ideal Pinto Driving Horse

ONLY THIS KRYMSUN (Owned & Shown by: Winni Hartig)
Amateur Overo Color

PAINTED PINES SONNYD (Owned by: Abby Hanson)
Open Hunter Over Fences In Hand Miniature

PETERBILT TWIST (Owned by: Becky & David Peckham)
Solid Flag Race Horse
Solid Keyhole Race Horse

PF DESIGNER MAID (Owned by: Kathy Howe-Drysdale)
Open Western Pleasure Saddle Type Horse

PF NO WORRIES (Owned by: Tina Wolfe)
Open Halter Stallion B-Miniature
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**PF WHO'S THAT LADY** (Owned by: Mary Alice Pletcher)
Open Disciplined Rail Driving B-Miniature
Open Ideal Pinto Driving B-Miniature
Open Obstacle Driving B-Miniature
Open Pleasure Driving B-Miniature
Open Roadster B-Miniature
Open Trail In Hand B-Miniature
Open Halter Mare B-Miniature

**POP TARTS** (Owned & Shown by: Gracie Rudd)
Youth Pole Bending

**RADICALLY DEPUTIZED** (Owned & Shown by: Lila Owens)
Youth Western Riding

**RED DEE FOR NEW JEANS** (Owned & Shown by: Chad Mills)
Amateur Yearling Longe Line

**ROCKIN MY LAZY** ( Owned by: Jeanette Svenneskog)
Solid Ideal Pinto Western

**ROYAL CLAYBURY GREAT BALLS OF FIRE** (Owned & Shown by: Lucy Lewis)
Open Hunter Over Fences In Hand B-Miniature
Open Jumping In Hand B-Miniature
Open Overo Color B-Miniature
Open Halter Gelding B-Miniature
Youth Trail In Hand
Youth Halter B-Miniature
Youth English Showmanship Combined Miniature & B-Miniature
Youth Western Showmanship Combined Miniature & B-Miniature

**ROYAL EMPEROR KUZCO** (Owned by: Chaun Merkens)
Youth Obstacle Driving (Shown by: Katrina Dietz)

**S BAR PS ICE AGE** (Owned by: Leigh & Jamie Murray)
Youth Halter Miniature (Shown by: Braelyn Murray)

**SACRED GRACEY** (Owned by: Julie Adams-Simmons)
Youth Dressage (Shown by: Kennedy Adams)

**SAPPA CREEKS SHOOTN STARZ** (Owned by: Donna Freeman)
Open Miniature Pole Bending

**SCENICS RIO SOFT** (Owned by: Denise Orman)
Junior Youth Western Pleasure Horse (Shown by: Suzannah Swimm)

**SECRET TREASURE** (Owned & Shown by: Cameron Rohn)
Amateur Hunter Over Fences

**SENSATIONAL ON CUERVO** (Owned by: Kristy & Skylar Scribner)
Youth Disciplined Rail English (Shown by: Skylar Scribner)
Youth Hunter Under Saddle (Shown by: Skylar Scribner)
Youth English Pleasure Stock Type (Shown by: Skylar Scribner)
Youth Ideal Pinto English Stock Type (Shown by: Skylar Scribner)
Senior Youth English Showmanship Horse (Shown by: Skylar Scribner)
Senior Youth Trail Horse (Shown by: Skylar Scribner)
Senior Youth Western Pleasure Horse (Shown by: Skylar Scribner)
Senior Youth Western Showmanship Horse (Shown by: Skylar Scribner)
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SERENITY LONsome CRus (Owned & Shown by: Dona Scharping)
Amateur Tobiano Color

SHAKE UR MONEY MAKER (Owned by: Carol Sizer)
Open Halter Pleasure Type Mare Horse

SHAMAN SPIRIT (Owned by: Maura Landry)
Youth Hunt Seat Equitation Over Fences Hunter Type (Shown by: Hayden Landry)

SHEZA FANCY STINGER (Owned & Shown by: Brittney Spanier)
Amateur Novice Western Horsemanship

SHR QTS DIAMONDCUTTER (Owned by: Peter & Missy Benker)
Amateur Halter Stock/Hunter Type Stallion Horse (Shown by: Missy Benker)

SHR SOUTHERN BELLE (Owned by: Shiloh Horse Ranch)
Solid Youth Gymkhana (Shown by: Blakely Queen)

SHYANNES SASSY SHOT OF BOURBON (Owned & Shown by: Ruth Deters)
Amateur Halter Pleasure/Saddle Type Mare Horse

SHYOFA KLASIC MANTIS (Owned by: Ruth Deters)
Open Ideal Pinto English Pleasure Type Horse
Open Western Pleasure Pleasure Type Horse
Youth English Equitation Pleasure Type (Shown by: Emmeline Wachter)
Youth English Pleasure Pleasure Type (Shown by: Emmeline Wachter)
Youth Ideal Pinto English Pleasure Type (Shown by: Emmeline Wachter)
Youth Ideal Pinto Western Pleasure Type (Shown by: Emmeline Wachter)

SINFULLY GIFTED (Owned by: Jean Garcia)
Solid Disciplined Rail Western Horse

SIX GEMS CRUISE N ANGEL (Owned by: Madeleine Stockman)
Open Jumping In Hand Miniature

SKIP GYPSY (Owned by: Karen Clark)
Open Halter Hunter Type Mare Pony

SKY BLUE REMINGTON RICOCHET (Owned by: Leigh & Jamie Murray)
Youth Disciplined Rail Driving (Shown by: Braelyn Murray)

SM PAINTED PRISTINE (Owned by: Amanda Ross)
Amateur English Showmanship Combined Miniature & B-Miniature (Shown by: Amanda Ross)
Youth Reinsmanship-Driving Equitation (Shown by: Alexandria Ross)
Youth Disciplined Rail Driving (Shown by: Alexandria Ross)

SNOW TROOPER (Owned by: Tina Wolfe)
Amateur Trail In Hand Pony (Shown by: Rachel Thueringer)

SOUNDVIEWS SUMMER CINN SATION (Owned by: Jean Garcia)
Open Halter Saddle Type Stallion Pony

SP MIRRORED IMAGE (Owned by: Michael & Susan Giese)
Solid Halter Stock Type Stallion Horse
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**SPARTY THE SPARTAN** (Owned & Shown by: Celeste Golland)
Youth Trail Pony
Youth English Showmanship Pony
Youth Western Horsemanship Pony
Youth Western Pleasure Pony

**SPECIALS PAINT IMAGE** (Owned by: Lindsay Rudd)
Youth Novice Walk/Trot- Eng/West (Shown by: Morgan Lestinsky)

**SQH CAPPUCCINO** (Owned by: Jeff Damphouse)
Open Keyhole Race Horse

**STRIKE EM OUT** (Owned by: Tim O'Neal Ministries)
Solid Ranch Riding Horse

**SUDDENLY R RATED** (Owned by: Janice Foster)
Youth Novice English Equitation (Shown by: Emily Sprague)
Youth Halter Gelding Horse (Shown by: Emily Sprague)

**TAKE ME FANCY** (Owned & Shown by: Angie Esselman)
Amateur Novice English Equitation
Amateur Novice English Pleasure
Amateur Novice Showmanship- Eng/West

**TAKING CHANCEZ** (Owned & Shown by: Jenny Honey)
Open Ranch Riding Horse
Amateur Ranch Riding

**THE DATE DOCTOR** (Owned by: Bailey Eisinger-Saterbak)
Solid Amateur English (Shown by: Bridget Eisinger)

**THE SECRET CODE** (Owned by: Janice Foster)
Youth Bareback English Equitation (Shown by: Jessie Terray)
Youth Bareback Western Horsemanship (Shown by: Jessie Terray)
Youth Disciplined Rail Western (Shown by: Jessie Terray)
Youth English Equitation Stock Type (Shown by: Jessie Terray)
Youth Ideal Pinto Western Stock Type (Shown by: Jessie Terray)
Senior Youth Western Horsemanship Horse (Shown by: Jessie Terray)

**THIS IZ WHY IM HOT** (Owned by: Chris Rodney)
Solid Amateur Western (Shown by: Krista Rodney)

**THIS STARS FROM HEAVEN** (Owned & Shown by: Charlinha Schabinger)
Elite Amateur Trail Horse
Elite Amateur English Equitation Horse
Elite Amateur English Showmanship Horse
Elite Amateur Western Horsemanship Horse
Elite Amateur Western Showmanship Horse

**TIVIOS CHECK YES ORNO** (Owned by: Rachel Wigren)
Solid Halter Pleasure Type Stallion Horse

**TODAYS CLASS ACT** (Owned by: Shawn Cline)
Open Halter Pleasure Type Gelding Pony

**TUCK HER UNDER MY WING** (Owned & Shown by: Faith Echols)
Youth Overo Color
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**VENDICATED** (Owned & Shown by: Jordan Reichert)
Solid Youth Halter

**VF FAMOUS N FLASHY** (Owned by: Victory Farms)
Open Barrel Racing Horse

**WINS A LOT OF GOLD** (Owned & Shown by: Kathy Thomas)
Amateur Hunter Over Fences In Hand
Amateur Western Showmanship Combined Miniature & B-Miniature

**X MARKS THIS SPOT** (Owned & Shown by: Sharon Horn)
Amateur Flag Race

**ZIPPED SO PETITELY** (Owned by: Kimberly Hutchins)
Amateur Pole Bending (Shown by: Justine Hutchins)
Amateur Stake Race (Shown by: Justine Hutchins)

**ZIPS SACRED ASSET** (Owned & Shown by: Debbie Slocombe)
Open Tobiano Color Horse
Open Ideal Pinto Western Hunter Type Horse
Open Western Pleasure Hunter Type Horse
Open Halter Hunter Type Mare Horse
Amateur Disciplined Rail English
Amateur Disciplined Rail Western
Amateur Hunter Under Saddle
Amateur Ideal Pinto English Stock/Hunter Type
Amateur Halter Stock/Hunter Type Mare Horse
Amateur English Pleasure Hunter Type
Amateur Western Pleasure Hunter Type
Senior Amateur English Equitation Horse
Senior Amateur English Showmanship Horse
Senior Amateur Western Horsemanship Horse
Senior Amateur Western Showmanship Horse